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Abstract. Language workbenches usually produce infrastructure to
represent models as abstract syntax trees (AST) and employ processing infrastructure largely based on visitors. The visitor pattern suﬀers
from the expression problem regarding extensibility and reuse. Current
approaches either forsake static type safety, require features unavailable
in popular object-oriented languages (e.g., open classes), or rely on procedural abstraction and thereby give up the object-oriented data encapsulation (the AST) itself. Our approach to visitors exploits knowledge
about the AST and generation of statically type-safe external visitor
interfaces that support extensibility in two dimensions: (1) deﬁning new
operations by implementing the interface and (2) extending the underlying data structure, usually without requiring adaptation of existing
implemented visitors. We present a concept of visitor development for
language engineering that enables an adaptable traversal and provides
hook points for implementing concrete visitors. This approach is applicable to single DSLs and to language composition. It thus enables a transparent, easy to use, and static type-safe solution for the typical use cases
of language processing.
Keywords: Visitor pattern
Language workbenches
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·

Compositional language engineering

·

Introduction

Many language workbenches (LWBs) employ context-free grammars (CFGs) to
describe modeling languages [4]. From these grammars, LWBs derive the abstract
syntax of languages in form of abstract syntax trees (ASTs). Parsers process
models into instances of the ASTs. Processing ASTs requires to deﬁne traversal
algorithms on the underlying tree data structure. Separating these algorithms
from operations that perform on the AST liberates from reimplementing traversal strategies for diﬀerent operations. The visitor design pattern [6] enables such
separation by providing a traversal deﬁnition and visit methods that act as
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hook points for AST node instances during traversal of the AST. For each visited AST node the traversal algorithm calls the appropriate visit method which
then performs the speciﬁed operations. Thereby, the visitor pattern facilitates
to add new operations on data structures, while adding new types (for instance
when new productions are added to the related languages’ AST) to data structures is eﬀortful. In the original visitor pattern, visitor implementations must
be extended with an additional visit method for each added data type. The
problem of supporting extensibility in both dimensions is also known as the
expression problem [20]. Approaches to it either require features unavailable in
popular object-oriented languages (e.g., mixins [5] or open classes [3]), demand
advanced type systems [15], forsake static type safety [2,16], or rely on procedural abstraction – and thereby abandon the object-oriented data encapsulation
of the AST [14].
We contribute a concept to generate visitor infrastructures from CFGs that
support language engineers with statically type-safe interfaces to work on the
AST for model analysis and transformation. The visitor infrastructure facilitates development of reusable model processing infrastructures for single languages and supports integration of visitor implementations for combined languages. It is based on the single-dispatch language Java as the most popular
object-oriented language1 and we demonstrate a realization within the language
workbench MontiCore [10]2 .
Section 2 introduces MontiCore and its language processing mechanisms.
Afterwards, Sect. 3 presents the visitor infrastructure generation approach for
single languages and Sect. 4 for combined languages. Section 5 discusses our approach, before Sect. 6 debates related work and Sect. 7 concludes.

2

Preliminaries

MontiCore [10] is a language workbench for the engineering of compositional
modeling languages. It provides an extended CFG format for integrated speciﬁcation of concrete and abstract syntax. From these grammars, MontiCore derives
the Java AST classes of a language and its parsers instantiate these classes to
represent processed models.
We present quintessential concepts of MontiCore’s grammar by the example
of the grammar for class diagrams depicted in Fig. 1: it begins with the keyword
grammar (l. 1), followed by its name and a body in curly brackets. The body contains productions to describe the structure of the CD language. The grammar’s main
production is CDDef, the deﬁnition of a class diagram consisting of the model keyword classdiagram (everything in quotation marks is part of the concrete syntax only), a name, classes, and associations (l. 2). The production Name is part of
1
2

http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/tiobe index.
MontiCore is open source (https://github.com/MontiCore/monticore) and running
visitor examples as described in this paper are available online
(http://www.se-rwth.de/materials/mcvisitors/).
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Fig. 1. An exemplary MontiCore grammar for deﬁnition of simpliﬁed class diagrams.

MontiCore primitives. The body of a class diagram is delimited by curly brackets and contains arbitrary many (denoted by the star operator *) associations and
classes in arbitrary order (via disjunction operator |). The production for classes
begins with the model keyword class, followed by a name, optionally followed by
the keyword extends with another name, and a body delimited by curly brackets
(l. 3). The body contains arbitrary many instances of Method, which is an interface production (l. 4) that is implemented by the production MethodSignature
(l. 5). Thus, MethodSignature can be used whenever a Method is required – for
instance in the Class production (l. 3). This enables to add new implementing
productions to the grammar a-posteriori without modifying the interface production itself, which is essential for language inheritance (see Sect. 4). The production MethodSignature consists of a type, a name, and a list of parameters.
The ParameterList (l. 6) consists of comma-separated Parameter instances in
brackets3 , where each Parameter (l. 7) has a type and a name. From the grammar depicted in Fig. 1, MontiCore generates an AST node class for each production. Figure 2 depicts these classes. The names of AST classes begin with “AST”
and are followed by the name of the production they are derived from (such as
ASTCDDef). The non-terminal Name results to a ﬁeld name of Java type String
in the AST class. MontiCore enables to deﬁne the names of AST ﬁelds, as for
example via type:Name in the production Parameter. This results in the ﬁeld
String type of ASTParameter. References to other non-terminals in a production become associations between the corresponding AST classes. They have the
same cardinalities as speciﬁed in the grammar. For instance, CDDef uses the nonterminal Class, thus ASTCDDef is associated to ASTClass. For the interface production Method, MontiCore generates the interface ASTMethod. As the production MethodSignature implements the interface production Method, its AST class
ASTMethodSignature implements ASTMethod as well.

3

Generating the Visitor Pattern as DSL Infrastructure

We exploit knowledge on the automated generation of AST node classes to produce visitor interfaces for CFGs. These interfaces prescribe separate methods
3

For a production P and a separator s the expression (P || "s")* denotes an arbitrary
count of P separated by s. There is no s at the end.
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Fig. 2. The AST node classes MontiCore derives from the CD grammar of Fig. 1.

for traversal and visiting that are connected by methods to handle their interaction. For each production of the CFG, the generated visitor interface yields
the methods visit, endVisit, and handle to handle operations on these nodes.
For concrete class nodes, we also generate a traverse method for subtree traversal. All methods have default implementations4 and hence do not require an
implementation. Instead, they are best understood as hook points.
Derived from the CD language presented in Fig. 1, the generated visitor interface CDVisitor is as depicted in Fig. 3. The methods visit and endVisit for
an AST node type enable to process instances of that node before and after
its traversal, respectively. By default they do nothing and hence the default
implementation is an empty method body (omitted in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The CDVisitor interface generated for the CD language and a concrete visitor.

Reusing a traversal algorithm can be achieved by implementing it in a
super type that is meant to be inherited by concrete visitor implementations.
4

Default implementations are available since Java 8.
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Fig. 4. A CD model and the resulting AST instance with an ASTClass not knowing
that m is of type ASTMethodSignature.

By providing such an implementation in a class it requires software components that are based on the visitor infrastructure to extend it. This, however,
contradicts ﬂexibility in software design during language engineering as the component then is deﬁned as a specialization of the visitor infrastructure and multiinheritance is not supported in Java. Also, with respect to semantics, it is better
to leave the specialization characteristics open to the language engineer. For
example, a pretty printer could specialize an abstract pretty printer that deﬁnes
constants regarding whitespaces. To this eﬀect, MontiCore’s visitor infrastructure is not based on classes but on interfaces which enable easier integration
with other software components. This becomes even more relevant in language
composition (cf. Sect. 4), when concrete visitors require extension and composition.
The top-right side of Fig. 3 illustrates the default implementations of the
CDVisitor interface: The handle method takes care of visiting and traversal.
The traverse method implements a climb-down strategy (e.g., order) to traverse
the children. This separation enables to easily change the traversal order in
subclasses while shielding the developer from involuntary changing the overall
traversal strategy or missing to call the visit methods. The CDVisitor interface
does not provide traversal methods for AST nodes of interface types derived
from interface productions of the CFG, because interfaces do not have children.
AST nodes of interface types (e.g., ASTMethod) are never instantiated. Instead,
MontiCore enforces that each CFG contains at least one implementation for each
interface production. Consequently, there always exists a concrete AST node
class that implements the interface. Figure 4 elucidates this with a CD model
(left) and the resulting AST instance (right). The CD model contains the class
Prof, which has a method getName(). Although the ASTClass instance c has an
instance of ASTMethodSignature, the class ASTClass knows this instance only
via its interface ASTMethod.
For traversing the children of the ASTClass associated ASTMethod instances
have to be considered. To call the most speciﬁc handle method for each of the
children, a mechanism to calculate the most speciﬁc type of each child is required.
This mechanism should not make use of type-introspection, but instead dispatch
dynamically by itself. To simulate double dispatch in the single dispatch language
Java, MontiCore generates an interface with a single accept method responsible
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Fig. 5. All AST node types implement the accept method for the language’s visitor.

Fig. 6. Traversing a class requires identifying the runtime type of the methods in order
to call the most speciﬁc handle methods. To this eﬀect, a double dispatch is simulated.

for calling the visitors’ handle methods with the most speciﬁc type. Figure 5
shows this interface and its implementations. The purpose of the accept methods
is to dispatch to the most speciﬁc handle method of the given CDVisitor for
each AST node type. Consequently, MontiCore generates AST nodes in such a
way that they dispatch on the language’s visitor to the handle method with
themselves as argument (i.e. this). Although the implementation looks similar
among the AST types, it diﬀers in the speciﬁc type of this. Thereby, the most
speciﬁc handle method is called. The sequence diagram in Fig. 6 illustrates the
double dispatching of ASTMethods when handling the ASTClass shown in Fig. 4.
Until now, it was assumed that deﬁning operations on a language’s AST
always relates to the most speciﬁc node types. This, however, is not true: For
example, deﬁning an operation to count all methods should be based on the
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Fig. 7. The inheritance visitor visits nodes also in all their super types.

visit method for ASTMethod, but the double dispatching always calls the most
speciﬁc visit hooks during traversal. Hence, such a method counter must hook
into all visit methods for nodes that reﬁne Method. While in the example only
one production (MethodSignature) is eﬀected, MontiCore enables implementing
interface productions multiple times. All speciﬁc visit hooks would require to
implement the same code. To prevent such code repetitions, MontiCore provides
an extended visitor interface called inheritance visitor (see Fig. 7). While the
formerly described visitor interface only calls visit hooks for the speciﬁc types,
the inheritance visitor exploits knowledge about the grammars and the relation
between their rules to call all visit methods that a node type is applicable for.
This requires casting the nodes (cf. Fig. 7) in the handle methods, but is statically type-safe and more importantly generated. By extending this inheritance
visitor instead of the common one, operations can be deﬁned on all node types.
Implementing visitors using the presented infrastructure is straightforward
and statically type-safe. It does not require knowledge about the double dispatch
mechanism when depth-ﬁrst traversal suﬃces. Adapting traversal requires calling
accept methods and, hence, some knowledge about the visitor pattern.
For example, pretty printers, which transform an AST instance to a string
representation, often are implemented as visitors. Figure 3 (bottom) depicts an
excerpt of a pretty printer for the CD language. The CDPrettyPrinter implements the visitor interface CDVisitor and thus inherits the default implementations for traversing and handling a CD AST. By overriding visit and endVisit
methods it hooks into the default traversal to execute operations on speciﬁc
nodes.

4

The Visitor Pattern for Compositional Languages

In software language engineering, non-invasive reuse of languages and related
infrastructures can greatly improve development. In this context, extending and
composing visitors is of particular interest. The following section describes an
extension of the CD language and demonstrates how its visitors can be easily
reused in the sub language. Afterwards, we describe how visitors of multiple
super languages can be composed.
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Fig. 8. The CDWithConstructor language extends the CD language by constructors.

4.1

Extending Concrete Visitors for Language Extension

MontiCore supports language extension [8], where sub languages inherit the
productions of their parents. For instance, Fig. 8 depicts the CDWithConstructor
language, which extends CD (l. 1) and introduces constructors (l. 2). Constructors
implement the interface production Method, enabling to use these whenever an
instance Method is required.
The resulting AST is illustrated in Fig. 9. The AST nodes ASTMethod and
ASTParameterList (not shown in the ﬁgure) of CD are reused by the new
ASTConstructorSignature AST node type of CDWithConstructor. MontiCore
also produces the interface CDWithConstructorVisitor for the sub language.
Generated visitor interfaces extend the visitor interfaces of all their super
languages to inherit their default implementations. Here, the visitor interface
CDWithConstructorVisitor extends CDVisitor and adds default implementations for the new node type ASTConstructorSignature. Using this inheritance
relation all default implementations of the super language’s visitor interface are
reused. Hence, when implementing a visitor for the new language the aggregated default implementations are available. Consequently, the pretty printer for
the sub language (CDWithConstructorPrettyPrinter) can be implemented by
extending the CDPrettyPrinter of the super language (l. 1 of Fig. 10). It thereby
reuses the pretty printing for all nodes of the super language and only adds pretty
printing for constructors. For example, the reused production ParameterList
(l. 2 in Fig. 8) is printed using the inherited implementation of CDPrettyPrinter.
Visitors of a super language are unaware of new AST node classes introduced
in sub languages. For example, the pretty printer of the CD language is able to
handle ASTClass nodes. An AST instance of the sub language (i.e. a model)
reuses the exact same class and hence it is possible to hand this model to the
handle(ASTClass) method of the CDPrettyPrinter. However, double dispatching the children of type ASTMethod to their speciﬁc types is only possible for types
deﬁned in the super language itself. In case of a ASTConstructorSignature the
most speciﬁc type known by the super language’s visitor is ASTMethod. Hence
handle(ASTMethod) would be executed. This is unintuitive, because the most
speciﬁc type at runtime is ASTConstructorSignature. Consequently, MontiCore
forbids directly applying a visitor implemented for a speciﬁc language on any of
its sub languages. A compiler cannot statically check this which leads to MontiCores convention to only run visitors on their own language. This also means that
a concrete visitor implementation must be adjusted to be reused on a sub language, even if nothing changes. This, however, is very easy and requires minimal
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Fig. 9. A subset of CD’s and CDWithConstructor’s language infrastructure.

Fig. 10. Extending a concrete visitor of a single super language is straightforward.
Only the additional nodes must be considered. For nodes of the super language, the
super language’s pretty printer CDPrettyPrinter is reused.

glue code. For example, reusing the pretty printer without adding anything is as
easy as deﬁning a class similar to Fig. 10, but with an empty class body.
Another issue with this implementation is that extension of AST types in
sub languages results in an unexpected accept call. For example, the node type
ASTConstructorSignature implements the interface ASTMethod and thereby
inherits CD’s accept method with the visitor parameter being of static type
CDVisitor. The CDWithConstructorVisitor calls this method when traversing
the ASTClass instead of the intuitively expected accept method with parameter of static type CDWithConstructorVisitor This occurs because the inherited traversal is deﬁned in the super language. This traversal calls accept on
the ASTMethod children. While the type of the child is dispatched dynamically,
choosing the accept method within it uses method overloading based on the static type of the visitor that deﬁnes traversal (i.e. CDVisitor). Consequently, the
wrong accept method is executed. This cannot be solved by simulating another
double dispatch, because the super language never statically is aware of types
of a sub language. Hence, this is a limitation of our approach. Our solution to
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Fig. 11. The MontiCore grammar for a language to model automata.

this is overriding the accept method for visitor interfaces of super languages in
aﬀected AST types (e.g., accept(CDVisitor) of ASTConstructorSignature).
The generated implementation checks at runtime, whether the given visitor stems
from the correct sub language. In this case, the call is delegated to the correct
accept method by casting the visitor to the speciﬁc type. We argue, that this
solution still is a good tradeoﬀ between static type safety and ﬂexibility in reuse,
because (a) the AST types and this mechanism are generated and (b) the visitor
interfaces remain statically type-safe. Implementing as well as reusing concrete
visitors do neither require manual type-introspection nor casts. Also, the former
problem does not occur when reusing non-terminals of super languages as done
with ParameterList. Here, traversal (of ASTConstructorSignature) resides in
the sub language and the generated traversal is aware of relations to the super
language and consequently is statically type-safe.
4.2

Composing Concrete Visitors During Language Embedding

MontiCore enables language embedding by inheritance of grammars and provides adaptation mechanisms on a symbolic level [8,9]. These adaptation mechanisms depend on visitor composition for, e.g., building symbol tables. The same
holds true for other software components such as validation or pretty printers.
In this section we ﬁrst show the embedding of automata into the CD language
on the grammar level and then demonstrate the resulting visitor interfaces as
well as composing existing pretty printers of both the CD language as well as
the pretty printer of the Automaton language to a new pretty printer for the
integrated language. Figure 11 depicts the Automaton language that describes
automata (l. 2) using states (l. 3) and transitions (l. 4). We assume an implemented AutomatonPrettyPrinter (analogous to CDPrettyPrinter) that implements the AutomatonVisitor interface to pretty print an automaton.
Figure 12 depicts the MontiCore grammar that embeds automata into class
diagrams. Automata are integrated as methods by implementing the interface
production Method of the CD language. Figure 13 shows the resulting structure.
The ASTAutomatonEmbedding implements the ASTMethod interface of the CD
language and has a ASTAutomaton of Automaton language as child. The visitor
interface of the new language extends both super language’s visitor interfaces to
inherit their default implementations.
Implementing a pretty printer for this language cannot make use of the approach shown in Sect. 4.1, because Java does not allow multi-inheritance of classes
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Fig. 12. The CDWithAutomaton language’s grammar extends the grammars of the languages CD and Automaton and provides a production that embeds automata as methods.

Fig. 13. A subset of the resulting infrastructure when embedding the Automaton language into the CD language.

and hence, it is not possible to extend both languages’ pretty printers. Instead,
MontiCore generates a visitor implementation for the new language, that is
capable of composing visitors of all super languages using a delegator pattern
(cf. CDWithAutomatonDelegatorVisitor in Fig. 13). It provides setters for visitors of all (potentially transitive) super languages. MontiCore exploits knowledge
of the AST model by generating this delegator visitor in such a way that it delegates all handle, traverse, and visit calls to the concrete super visitor of
the language that the current node stems from. This behavior is adjustable by
extending this delegator visitor and overriding the corresponding methods.
As this approach to composition is based on delegation, it requires inversion
of control. For example, when handling a node the delegator delegates the handling to the visitor that is registered for that speciﬁc node. Executing the visit
hooks and traversal, however, should not directly take place in the delegate, but
the delegator should control these operations as well. In MontiCore this inversion
of control is called the realThis pattern. It describes that in composable objects
(such as concrete visitors) the this reference should not be used, but instead a
realThis reference. A composer then can set this realThis reference to itself
and thereby gain control over all methods within the delegates. Consequently,
a composer must implement a super set of the aggregated interfaces of all composed objects, which holds true for the visitor infrastructure as visitor interfaces
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Fig. 14. To support composition visitors must always use realThis instead of this.

inherit from the visitor interfaces of all super languages and only visitors of the
corresponding languages are meant to be composed.
To enable such a composition the delegates must always use the realThis
reference. It is accessible through a getRealThis() method deﬁned in a super
interface. In case of visitors this is the visitor interface. A setter for the realThis
reference then enables changing it. The composed delegates must implement
both methods to manage the realThis reference, which initially equals this.
Figure 14 depicts the actual default implementations of the visitor interface that
enable visitor composition by using getRealThis() (ll. 6–8, 13).
For transitive delegation (e.g., composing already composed visitors) a delegator must transitively ensure the correct realThis reference when itself gets
composed. This is achieved by transitively setting realThis for all delegates in
case that the own realThis changes.
Figure 15 depicts an example by composing the concrete pretty printer visitors of CD and Automaton to a pretty printer for the new language. The composition extends the delegator visitor CDWithAutomatonDelegatorVisitor (l. 2)
that provides statically typed methods for the composition (used in ll. 4–5).

Fig. 15. Implementing a pretty printer for the combined language reuses existing pretty
printers of the super languages. For the new AST node ASTAutomatonEmbedding nothing is printed, which is why only an empty implementation is chosen (l. 6).
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A setter for a visitor of the own language (l. 6) ensures that the new AST node
ASTAutomatonEmbedding can be traversed. In this example the pretty printer is
solely based on the pretty printers of the super languages and does not require
any additional output for the embedding production. Hence, an empty visitor
is used that only inherits the default implementation from the visitor interface,
but does not hook into any of its methods.

5

Discussion

The visitor pattern and its derivatives suﬀer from the expression problem [20]
and so does our approach. Nevertheless, the presented infrastructure makes minimal use of type-introspection that is (a) hidden when implementing and composing visitors and (b) automatically generated and, thus, less error prone. To
this eﬀect, our main contribution is enabling language engineers to implement
visitors in a statically type-safe fashion. Also, the generated visitor interfaces
are semantically bound to the languages to support comprehensibility. Experience with language engineering has shown that depth-ﬁrst traversal (with the
same order of child traversal as they occur in the grammar) is suﬃcient for
most model processing tasks. Hence, handcrafted visitor implementations, which
inherit traversal and hooks from the generated interface, usually do not require
adjustments. When necessary, traversal can be adapted in speciﬁc visitors by
overriding the inherited default traversal. Being interface-driven, our approach
furthermore does not enforce implementing operations on the AST by extending visitors, which enables developers to use the inheritance relation to ﬂexibly
integrate visitors with other software components.
The main limitation of the presented visitor infrastructure resides in overridden traversals. While our approach enables adaptation of traversal by overriding
the default implementation, it might require manual adjustments when the CFG
of the language changes.
When a non-terminal is added on the right-hand side of a production, the
corresponding AST node gets a new child that must be traversed. In this case,
manual adaptation of overridden traversals in concrete visitors is required, which
a compiler does not identify statically.
However, removing complete productions or changing their names can be statically identiﬁed and evolution eﬀorts can be minimized by employing refactoring
mechanisms. Nonetheless, our approach is aﬀected by the expression problem as
changing the AST of a language might require adaptation of all its visitors.
When depth-ﬁrst traversal is suﬃcient this rarely occurs, because default implementations are generated.
MontiCore supports overriding non-terminals in sub languages. The fullqualiﬁed names of the generated AST nodes include the languages’ names and
hence are unique. Consequently, the generated visitor interfaces support overridden non-terminals since they are based on the full-qualiﬁed names of the
corresponding AST nodes as well.
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6

Related Work

In contrast to established visitor combinators [18] our solution is statically typesafe in liberating language developers from manually casting generic types (such
as AnyVisitable [18]) to speciﬁc types. Instead, our solution provides a statically type-safe visitor interface that supports visitor composition. It enables
implementing a concrete visitor by hooking into a predeﬁned traversal for speciﬁc AST nodes, but also enables to adapt the traversal for speciﬁc visitors.
The original visitor pattern [6] describes the traversal algorithms as part
of the data structure (within the accept methods). This prohibits adjusting
traversal in speciﬁc AST visitors as they all share the same AST implementation.
Oliveira [13] distinguishes between internal visitors that deﬁne traversal within
the data structure and external visitors that deﬁne it in the visitors. Also, the
original visitor pattern stores the result of a visitor run as state in the visitor.
This imperative calculation is distinguished by Oliveira [13] from a functional
style, where all corresponding methods aggregate and return results. Based on
this categorization MontiCore’s visitor infrastructure is external and imperative.
Various approaches that solve the underlying expression problem rely on
mechanisms not available to popular object-oriented languages: Advanced type
systems can solve the expression problem [15] and enable to implement visitors
as type-safe reusable components. Other approaches employ mixins [5] or open
classes [3] to overcome the expression problem. However, utilizing such features
requires to forsake existing language workbench infrastructure and enforces engineers to learn less supported languages.
To circumvent the cyclic dependency between the visitor interface and the
data structure the Acyclic Visitor pattern [11] splits all visit methods into their
own data-speciﬁc visitor interface. Thereby, the diﬀerent visitor interfaces are
semantically bound to a speciﬁc data type, but they require type-introspection
to cast the generic visitor interface to the speciﬁc one. Consequently, this approach is similar to the one in MontiCore, with the diﬀerence that MontiCore
semantically binds visitor interfaces to a language instead of their concrete nodes.
Another recent solution to the underlying expression problem, that is applicable in common object oriented languages, is given by Object Algebra (OA) [14].
It, however, gives up representation of a language’s AST as types. Instead, using
constructor overloading the AST for a given model is only implicitly constructed
during a concrete calculation on it. It thereby introduces a diﬀerent approach to
language engineering which requires language engineers to change their understanding of DSL implementation in general. Currently, there is limited experience
[7,17,21] about OA’s main advantages and limitations and hence it is not yet
clear whether such investment pays oﬀ for language engineers.
Other LWBs, such as Xtext [1], build on the Eclipse Metamodeling Framework (EMF) using Ecore models to describe the AST [12,19]. EMF trees are
traversed using tree iterators5 that require clients to implement the method
5

http://download.eclipse.org/modeling/tmf/xtext/javadoc/2.9/org/eclipse/xtext/
nodemodel/BidiTreeIterator.html.
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getChildren(Object), which deﬁnes an iterator over all children of the object.
The parameter is of the most generic type Object and returning one iterator for
all children requires to cast them to a common super type as well. Thus, using
this infrastructure depends on type-introspection in client-code to diﬀerentiate
between speciﬁc AST node types. Commonly, Xtext-based DSLs use Xtend [1]
for implementing code generators. Xtend is a Java dialect that compiles into Java
code and claims to enable multi-dispatching. However, the multi-dispatching is
implemented using type-introspection in switch statements6 .

7

Conclusion

We demonstrated a concept to derive visitor infrastructures from context-free
grammars to support language engineers to work with ASTs for model analysis,
transformations, and code generation. It separates AST traversal from operations that hook into the traversal. In order to deﬁne new operations on ASTs, it
provides language engineers with generated statically type-safe visitor interfaces
that foster reuse during language composition and allow for traversal adaptation
if required. With the infrastructure being interface-driven, developers may ﬂexibly integrate other software components with concrete visitor implementations.
To this eﬀect, we described how a sophisticated combination and extension of
software patterns support compositional language engineering and presented a
realization in the language workbench MontiCore.
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